ALLOWING EVERYONE TO MAKE REALISTIC AND VISIONARY PROPOSALS TOWARDS A BETTER WORLD FOR ANIMALS THROUGH LAW!

Gather global expertise on animal law
All animals need to be better protected by the law
Lawyers for the animals unified all together

Provide relevant strategies to key stakeholders
Let animal law practice join the theory

Adopt new tools for improved results & efficiency
Network on social media for wider awareness

Strengthen cooperation with organisations & universities
GAL Expert Group - Contributors

All animal lawyers, from students to professors, are invited to be part of the GAL Expert group!

The dolphin family of contributors makes realistic & visionary proposals. Everybody can propose an idea!

Collaborators

Steering Committee - Prominent People

Antoine F. Goetschel
Swiss Lawyer
International Animal Law Ethics Consultant
GAL President

Sarine Brils
French lawyer
International Animal Law Researcher and Professor
GAL Manager

Who We Are

Directors

Antoine F. Goetschel
Swiss Lawyer
International Animal Law Ethics Consultant
GAL President

Sarine Brils
French lawyer
International Animal Law Researcher and Professor
GAL Manager

Key Tools

GAL MATRIX

Everyone can make proposals to build a better world for animals through law with this interactive Matrix: at every level (from local to universal), for every major goal (Adoption, Enforcement, Improvement, Education) and for every timeline (from quick wins to utopias).

Database

The unique Animal Welfare Legislation Database (AWLD) offers a complete listing, with direct links to the last official texts, for national laws (in more than 100 countries worldwide), European instruments, World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) Standards, and universal proposals.

The website’s homepage also has a short video on the GAL Project (“Slideshow on the Basics”) and a “Relevant Links” section to the main animal law reviews and global initiatives.